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Proudly Providing The Most Essential Services in Property.
Contract Cleaning
Specialist Cleaning
Hygiene Services
Waste Management
Environmentally Sustainable Solutions
Research Development Upcycling of Waste
Enhanced COVID Cleaning Services
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About Us
Sebastian Property Services is a family-owned corporate and commercial cleaning
business, enjoying a preferred supplier status with clients across Melbourne and
regional Victoria for 40 years.
Backed by more than 100 years' combined experience across the cleaning sector,
we work closely with our clients and become an extension of your team to deliver
effective and efficient best practice cleaning solutions.
Through the team's respectful approach to your business and your team's
welfare, Sebastian Property Services is proud to be your trusted partner in
commercial and enterprise cleaning solutions.
ISO certified, and using proven procedures and systems, Sebastian Property
Services exceeds client and regulatory requirements to deliver environmentally
friendly hygienic solutions and consistent results across all levels of your business.
Our detailed processes and procedures, coupled with our state-of-the-art
equipment and professional cleaning team, ensures superior sanitation for
enhanced COVID-19 standards.
Bound by five essential values, the principles of Respect, Wellbeing, Passion,
Fairness, and Precision are embraced by every member of the team and form the
foundations for the work we do here at Sebastian Property Services.
Sebastian Property Services is committed to providing our clientele with superior
service through innovative technologies and products and we continue to
maintain strong relationships with our loyal customer base through a
collaborative, forward thinking, and value-driven approach.

With 100 years' combined leadership experience,
Sebastian Property Services is an award-winning, ISO
certified commercial cleaning business that delivers
superior sanitation and service for a safer, cleaner world.

Our Pillars of Excellence
Client Focused
We take the time to learn about your business to ensure we deliver on
all essential cleaning requirements. We consider all aspects of your business
including how our services can elevate your business and support your
team's health and welfare needs.

Innovative
We are a forward-thinking ISO certified business that exceeds industry and
COVID Safe standards and invests in the latest technologies and product
innovations to support operational processes, efficiencies and safety.

Experienced
We’re an established Victorian business that has been in operation for 40 years,
consistently delivering superior service for our clients. Backed by more than 100
years' combined experience in the cleaning industry, our clients know they're in
safe, strong, and impeccably clean hands with us.

Environmentally Sustainable
We are an award-winning business recognised for our work in environmental
sustainability through the implementation of non-chemical products and technologies.
We go above and beyond to ensure we help sustain the wellbeing of our clients and
the wider community, while making minimal impact on the environment
around us.

Our Approach
to Service

Client Service Delivery
At Sebastian Property Services, we focus on superior service delivery. We
invest in our people, technology, and equipment to create a better
experience for our clients so that in turn, they can create a better
experience for their customers..

Professional, Proficient, Values Driven
At the heart of our company are our core values of Fairness, Wellbeing,
Respect, Passion and Precision. Every business decision and activity is
made with our values in mind, including who works for the company, who
we work with as clients, who supplies us and what products we use.

Contract Manager
Our model allows for every client to be appointed a Contract Manager who
is responsible for supporting daily service delivery. This includes human
resources, equipment, materials, periodical tasks, client needs, quality
standards and risk management. Your Contract Manager will be the regular
point of contact for all contractual and service-related matters and attend
all site meetings.

Client Focused Technology

Contract Implementation Process

As an innovator in the field of cleaning, Sebastian Property Services has a
range of new age equipment and technologies to benefit our clients.

Once Sebastian Property Services has been awarded a contract, we
develop a Contract Implementation Plan to ensure a smooth transition for
our customers. This covers every element of implementing the contract
and transitioning to providing cleaning services to you and your
stakeholders.

Our workflow is housed on an application that is designed for our cleaners
and clients as an all-inclusive interactive system that tracks and makes
service delivery simple. It has multiple functional capabilities to ensure
that we can deliver what we say we can. We know when people are on and
off site, issues of late attendance or departure are flagged immediately,
and in the event of an emergency on site, we are certain of employee
whereabouts.
All our systems and innovations are designed to bring the most efficient,
modern, and effective system to our clients for optimum service delivery,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmentally friendly and Covid proven chemical system.
Specialist technical support
Values based decision making
Online Cleaners Welcome & Safety Induction
OHS Toolbox Meetings
Online ordering
24-hour support line
Comprehensive workflow and procedures

The process has been rigorously tested and enhanced over the years. But
just as we do with every aspect of the Sebastian Management System, we
review our Contract Implementation Plan continuously to seek the most
effective ways to optimise how we function as a business to benefit our
clients.

Client Meetings & Reporting
All client meetings will be undertaken by the State Operations Manager or
Customer Service Manager at the agreed frequency. All issues concerning
each property will be addressed, including OH&S performance. Monthly
reports including cleaning audits, and quarterly OH&S audits will be
presented to the client and discussed at month's end.

COVID Safe Plan
At Sebastian Property Services, we understand the importance of ensuring
an optimal COVID-Safe Plan is in place so that the cleaning services we
provide do not just result in premises being visually clean but are also
hygienically clean. We have invested heavily in processes that will keep all
our clients and their employees / customers safe and ensure disinfection of
the premises is done efficiently and effectively.

Accredited Team
We are a forward-thinking ISO certified business that exceeds industry
standards and invests in the latest technologies and product innovations to
support operational efficiencies and safety. Our framework is founded on
the Cleaning Industry Management Standard (CIMS) and we hold
certificates in Quality Management, Environmental Management and
Safety Management for your peace of mind.

Custom Solutions
We consult with our clients to find the best solution to meet their needs.
We are experts at managing outcomes from non-technical services and
design the service that will best reflect your needs.
Whilst cleaning is the heart of our service, we are versatile, agile and
responsive enough to understand that sometimes clients need someone to
handle all non-core activities as well.
If you need any of the following, we can accommodate this for you also:
• Waste Management
• Carpet Cleaning
• Flood Damage
• Hard Floor Restoration
• Floor Sanding
• Tile Grout Cleaning and Sealing
• Builders’ Cleans
• Test and Tagging
• Environmental Products, or
• Hygiene and Sanitising, including COVID management strategies.

Transition Management & Planning
The success of nearly all contract changeovers can be measured by the
immediate quality of the services provided, the visible standard of
cleaning, and the non-disruption of clients’ daily operations. For this
reason, we take great care to plan and coordinate all functions coming
together perfectly on the first day of service.
All aspects of the changeover process are planned, checked off and
reviewed, including client requirements, specifications, transition plans,
site operation plans and checklists, appointment of supervisors and staff,
site induction, site-specific OH&S instructions, quality management, and
monitoring and control.

Our
Capabilities

Services
We service a broad range of sectors and offer an extensive list of services to our clients. There is no limit
on what we can do for our clients as we continually look at how we can help you improve your business
environment and team's welfare. Our operational systems and procedures are second-to-none and are
integral in being able to successfully deliver our commercial cleaning services effectively and efficiently.

Commercial
& Educational

Commercial Office Cleaning
Education / Tertiary Cleaning
Industrial Cleaning
Retail Cleaning
Window Cleaning

Floors

Hard Floor Cleaning
Tile & Grout Cleaning
Carpet Steam Cleaning
Upholstery Cleaning

Wet Areas

Sanitary Hygiene Services
Washroom Services

Maintenance

Handyman Services and Repairs
Grounds Maintenance
Facility Maintenance Services to
Body Corporate Managers
Builders Final Cleaning

With 40 years in business and more than
years' combined expertise, we are on
Victoria's most knowledgeable
experienced cleaning agen

Our
Commitment
to Industry and
Environment

Advanced technologies for a
cleaner, greener future
We are an innovative and forward-thinking business, adopting the
latest environmentally friendly technologies and product solutions, and
keeping abreast of industry trends. We have made a commitment to
always focus on sustainability without passing any associated cost on to
the client.

Award-Winning Sustainability Program
Sebastian Property Services proudly received the award for
Outstanding Achievement in Environmental Sustainability at the 2016
Building Services Contractors Association of Australia Cleaning
Excellence Awards.
We recognise that environmental conservation is one of the most
important issues we face not only as an industry, but on a global
scale. At Sebastian Property Services, we not only take on that
responsibility, but lead the way in integrating an effective
environmental management system, committing to minimise
pollution, ensuring efficient usage of energy, water and materials in
every aspect of our products and services.

OH&S
Sebastian Property Services is committed to providing and maintaining a safe working
environment for all its employees in compliance with the Occupational Health and
Safety Act 2004.
We set and review our policies, objectives and targets regularly within a framework of
consultation with our employees and stakeholders. We continually seek to improve our
performance in respect of health and safety by following the processes and reviews
laid out in our management system in accordance with AS/NZS 4801:2001.

Safe, effective and environmentally-sound cleaning solutions
Sebastian Property Services is committed to working with clients and
manufacturers to use and develop sustainable products and materials that
have a reduced impact on the environment. For example:
•

Sebastian Property Services is proud to be the first Australian
company to be endorsed by CIMS (anticipated XXX) for our recognised
dedication to [Environment] practices

•

Our employees use environmentally sound and safe cleaning fluids
called Gen Eon that are non-toxic, created through an electrolysis
process, which uses tap water, an electrical charge and salt-like
compounds. There are three fluids created including a window and
whiteboard cleaner, degreaser and a sanitiser. No Chlorine bleach is
used at all in operations. The introduction of GenEon in 2014 has
ensured that we have removed cleaning chemicals from our waste
stream and reduced the physical transportation of at least x8,000 5
litre containers of cleaning fluids each year.

•

We use Microfibre cleaning cloths, flat
mops and energy efficient equipment leading to a reduction
in water consumption (cleaning related) of between 72
and 150 litres per employee per service day. Traditional mop and
bucket usage requires the use of 4 to 8, 20 litre buckets of water
per employee per service day. The Microfibre flat mopping system
uses 1 to 2 litres per employee per service day. Based on 600
employee services per week, this equates to between 2.25 million
and 4.7 million litres of water conserved

•

The introduction of Microfibre cloth cleaning in 2012 led to
the reduced usage of cleaning chemicals in general as the cloths
can trap more soil and dust than the use of traditional cloths and
rags. Launderable for up to 500 uses, the cloths form an
important part of our cleaning program

•

We have worked with a manufacturer of large carpet cleaning
equipment to create a carpet cleaning system that uses less water,
is able to operate as a mobile mounted truck, and operates on LPG

•

Our most recent partnership with ‘No More Plastic Crap’ and our
exclusive distributor ‘Oh Crap’ means we can now offer significantly
more environmentally sound products (such as compostable bin
liners)

•

Our reporting will only be submitted on paper if clients specifically
request it like that, otherwise we work electronically

•

Where travel allows, our team attends trade shows internationally
to widen our exposure to innovative new green products that we
can introduce to our Australian clients.

Our Environmental Promise
At Sebastian Property Services offices, we practice what we preach. A large number
of environmentally friendly initiatives have been implemented to align with our
values and environmentally sound work ethic. For example:
•Installation of solar panels on the roof of the office and warehouse facility
in Bayswater generates more electricity back into the grid each year than
what is consumed by the business
•Office lighting has been changed over to low wattage tubes in fluorescent
fittings; all traditional globes have been converted to compact fluorescent
globes
•An office recycling system is in place - all under desk waste bins have been
removed, a no plastic bags policy is in place and all central waste bins are
lined with biodegradable waste bags
•Office shredded material and organic matter are used by staff members to
boost personal compost heaps, with coffee grounds generated in the office
being placed on garden beds
•A ban has been placed on plastic wrap by staff members for lunch,
requiring them to bring lunch in containers
•Air conditioners are required to be set between 19 and 21°C
•Equipment and materials are chosen for their recycled / renewable content
and the commitment that it is manufactured in accordance with our Social
Accountability Policy

Industry Accreditations & Memberships
Sebastian Property Services is proud to be the first cleaning company in Australia to use the
Cleaning Industry Management Standard (CIMS) & Certification Program. CIMS applies to
management, operations, performance systems, and processes. Compliance with the
Standard demonstrates an organization is structured to deliver consistent, quality services
that are designed to meet the customer’s needs and expectations. It sets forth processes,
procedures, and supporting documentation proven to be characteristic of customer-driven
organizations.
Along with our certified Integrated Management System (IMS,) Sebastian Property Services
has also gained Cm3 WHS (Work Health Safety) prequalification, clearly demonstrating that
our WHS capabilities and practices comply with current WHS
legislation.

Our Team
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Management
At Sebastian Property Services, we value and invest in our staff,
encouraging continuous improvement and innovation. We also engage
local people and suppliers, as part of our commitment to enrich the
local economy and our relationships across the State.
Our team brings a diverse and robust mix of skills to ensure we
understand and meet your objectives.

Matt Marsh – Managing Director
Matt started working at Sebastian in 1989, as a part-time cleaner while studying
Sociology and Economics at Monash University. It quickly became apparent that he
wanted to pursue a career running his own business.
In 1996, Matt became a part-owner, and in 2002, he became the Managing Director
at Sebastian. In 2011 he became the sole owner of Sebastian Property Services.
Sebastian Property services prides itself on its commitment to supporting its people
and being a technology driven company working in the Property Services arena,
providing sustainable contract cleaning work as well as a range of specialist services.
Recently, Matt has diversified Sebastian Property Services with the introduction of
Sebstainable, a new enterprise of Sebastian Property Services which focuses on
recycling and Research and Development (R&D). Partnering with Melbourne
University and RMIT University and Ouroborus, these partnerships are part of our
People - Planet - Purpose ethos which Matt created to advance the circular
economy and our environmental future.
Matt is an active advocate in the industry, currently a Committee Member of the
Victorian Facilities Management Association, and advisory board to ISSA Oceania the
worldwide Cleaning Industry Association; and he previously served on the Board of
the Building Services Contractors Association of Australia.

Tahir Pasic – State Operations Manager
Tahir has been in the cleaning industry for over 20 years. With his background as
a cleaner, Tahir knows the industry from the ground up, having worked through
the ranks across highly sensitive sectors including banking and medical facilities,
to his current position of State Operations Manager for Sebastian Property
Services.
Responsible for formulating Sebastian Property Services’ overall business
strategy, managing people, and establishing and ensuring policies are followed,
Tahir has worked tirelessly to ensure the business continues to support clients
and deliver COVID-safe standard cleaning services each and every time.
Tahir also provides executive level support to the business in its complementary
and supplementary services, managing the storage, safety, transportation,
utilisation, and disposal of post-processed cladding waste materials.
In addition to his business development responsibilities, Tahir prides himself on
establishing and maintaining strong relationships with clients, staff, and
suppliers, and conducts regular cleaning audits to ensure clients continue to
receive five-star service that meets the client’s needs.

Team Culture
At Sebastian Property Services, our people are the face of our business
and represent our values and what we stand for. We are proud of our
investment into our people, with onboarding, retention and positive
employee experiences at the forefront of all our human relations
activities.
We have finely tuned our recruitment and employment processes and
policies to ensure we hire and retain the right people for the right job,
including directly employing team members, onboarding with stringent
inductions, offering ongoing training and support, and implementing
effective staff retention policies.

Directly Employed Team Members
Sebastian Property Services is an equal opportunity employer that adheres to all
Employer obligations including the modern Cleaning Services Award, Victorian
Labour Hire Authority, Victorian Portable Long Service Leave, Worksafe, and
Australian Super.
All of our team members are paid as direct employees of Sebastian Property
Services. There is no subcontracting. We take responsibility for our own
employees and we pay them accordingly.

Staff Recruitment
All potential employees are fully assessed for suitability, including
personal presentation and communication, flexibility, work ethics and
integrity. Previous employer references are contacted and
validated, and our induction process includes police, security and
Working with Children checks. In selecting the best person for the job,
each candidate who comes under consideration for a role must meet
the following criteria as a minimum:
•
•
•
•
•

Be a proven cleaner in our processes, or be able to demonstrate
that they are ready for training
Have attained a current Police Clearance
Be eligible to work in Australia
Be available to work at the designated times
Be happy to complete a satisfactory trial period after which their
employment will be confirmed.

Staff Training
The Sebastian Property Services transition and training program is a
comprehensive, ongoing, interactive assessment of staff skills and
understanding. All team members go through an annual online training
program required by the Cleaning Industry Management Standard (CIMS) for
Sebastian Property Services annual certification.
We also have specialist team members to ensure that the most appropriate
training regime is offered to each team member and that each team member
can be held accountable to their role. Staff are also encouraged and assisted
to undertake Certificate Level courses.

Staff Retention
Our philosophy is that when someone is not doing their work as we expect
it to be done, it is our fault. Effective communication is a two-way street,
and we recognise that we may not have trained them well enough, or we
may not have communicated either our or the client’s expectation
adequately. In this case, we set about making corrective adjustments so
that the goal is achieved.
The result of this approach is that our team member turnover is less than
8% on average, in an industry where turnover often exceeds 50%. We have
accomplished this in the face of revenue and workforce growth of 20% in
the same period.

"I have been with Sebastian Property Services for over 10
years. During this time, I made the decision to change
direction in my career, but I realised that my passion for
cleaning would never change and that I needed to return to a
culture that matched that of my high expectations on how
cleaning and customer service should be delivered to clients. I
am proud to be a team member at Sebastian
Property Services."
Effie Madafferi

Our
Experience

Parks Victoria's Wilson Promontory Tidal River Campground
Background
Nestled in a national park with a ‘ramp up, ramp down’ model, our
cleaning teams have been servicing this 484 camping and caravan
accommodation site since 2017.
Our scope includes cleaning of accommodation, daily cleaning, and
maintaining apartments, offices and amenities in the parks.
To assist staff to travel to the site, we supply two vehicles that are parked
in Foster so staff can travel to and from the premises easily.

Client Feedback
“During the meeting of the Wilsons Promontory Advisory Group…several
Advisory Group members stayed at the Tidal River campground during the
peak period, and wanted me to pass on to you their thanks and
congratulations on the professional, friendly and efficient
way in which you and your team handled the pressures of huge visitor
numbers while balancing their expectations with the responsibilities under
Parks Victoria’s environmental and sustainability policies and priorities.
This combination of priorities is unique in the hospitality industry, and you
and your team are to be commended in the way you handled the challenge.
Well done, and best wishes for continued success.”
Sincerely
Andrew Davies, South Gippsland District Manager

525 Flinders Street, Melbourne
Background
525 Flinders Street in Melbourne is a 10-storey building that Sebastian Property Services won via a tender February 2020.
What impressed the client most was our team cleaning approach and investment in modern technology and equipment.
Our scope of work includes daily cleaning Monday to Friday with a full-time staff member on site.

SDA – Union for Retail, Fast Food & Warehouse Workers
Background
We have been working with SDA for almost 40 years, growing from servicing 53 buildings in 1984, to more than 65 premises
in the early 2000s. Today, we clean two buildings owned by the union – 53 Queen Street, Melbourne and 65 Southbank
Boulevard, Southbank.
Our scope of work includes cleaning and maintenance of both commercial properties that house SDA's head office and
leased office space.

IGA Bunyip, IGA Heyfield and Foodworks Inverloch
Background
Some of our longest standing partners, IGA Bunyip, IGA Heyfield, and Foodworks Inverloch are foundation clients of Sebastian Property Services. We have enjoyed
a long 40+ year relationship working with these independent shopping complexes in regional Victoria since our commencement in the late 1980s.
In addition to the 5-day cleaning schedule of aisles, staff amenities, polished areas, and shopfronts with each site, we also facilitate periodical deep cleaning
polishing work with our Melbourne based specialist team. We have also provided Covid cleans when required.

Energy Australia
Background
Energy Australia is a major tenant of 525 Flinders Street. After observing our work with the building itself, they approached us to clean their offices, and this later
commenced an additional three-year contract to service their Geelong call centre also.
Our green technology and delivering on what we promise has fostered an ongoing professional relationship with Energy Australia.

Contact
Sebastian Property Services
7, 21 Jersey Road, BAYSWATER VIC 3153
customerservice@sebastiangroup.com.au
sebastiangroup.com.au
1300 790 911

